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This article is a work in progress. Kindly consider updating this article to reflect recent events or newly available information.
You can help Ervad Wiki by finishing this article or checking out the talk page. In A Cappella Audio, a copyrighted recording
from 2017, Sultan said that he composed two albums total, one each for all six members. When asked about why he chose to do
an a capella group as opposed to a well-known instrument, his answer was that it gave him more freedom to compose since he
didn't have to take the limitations of any instrument into consideration. In 2018, Sultan said that all four of them sing and not
just Jahangir. In a video from 2018, he said that the idea for this group came from his interest in singing and from listening to
The Drifters' hits. He also said that he chose Jahangir as the lead singer because of his "unique voice" and "unusual" approach
towards vocals. In 2018, Sultan was asked about his favorite songs and he said that his favorite song is Rukh's "Gureh" (meaning
puzzle, as it is both a song and a dance). He also said that there are three different meanings to Gurehan, depending on the way
you look at it: The first one is the opposite of "rakh" (which means spiritual), and the other two refer to not falling into hard
times. In an interview from 2018, he was asked if the whole group has a different role in their personal lives. He said that they
all have their own unique approaches towards life and music, but they do support each other in some matters.
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